
Elevating Literary Talents and Innovations: WP
Lighthouse Partners with the Eric Hoffer Book
Award

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, USA, July 15,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- WP

Lighthouse, a global leader in real

estate, finance, publishing, marketing,

and advertising, is pleased to

announce its partnership with the

prestigious Eric Hoffer Book Award. 

This collaboration aims to celebrate

and promote excellence in

independent publishing, reflecting WP

Lighthouse’s ongoing commitment to

supporting literary talent and

innovation.

The Eric Hoffer Book Award is internationally renowned for recognizing the outstanding

achievements of small, academic, and independent presses. This collaboration will support

various award initiatives, including the Montaigne Medal, da Vinci Eye, and First Horizon Award,

which highlight exceptional works in non-fiction, superior cover art, and debut authors,

respectively. 

By combining efforts, both organizations will work towards fostering a more diverse and

dynamic publishing environment.

WP Lighthouse and the Eric Hoffer Book Award share a vision of nurturing creativity and

excellence in publishing. This collaboration marks a significant step towards achieving that goal,

as both are dedicated to celebrating the art of writing and the importance of storytelling. 

It aims to empower authors by offering them platforms for recognition, increasing their chances

of success in a competitive literary landscape. The partnership will also focus on promoting

innovative practices within the publishing industry. WP Lighthouse will leverage its extensive

expertise in marketing and advertising to support the Eric Hoffer Book Award’s mission of

discovering and promoting new literary talents.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://wplighthouse.com/
https://wplighthouse.com/
https://www.hofferaward.com/Sponsor-the-Eric-Hoffer-Award.html#sponsors


“WP Lighthouse is honored to partner with the Eric Hoffer Book Award,” said C.R. Jaguines,

owner of WP Lighthouse. “We believe in the power of independent publishing to bring fresh

perspectives and voices to the forefront. This partnership underscores our commitment to

supporting the literary community and fostering innovation in publishing.”

WP Lighthouse looks forward to contributing significantly to the literary community by providing

critical support and resources to authors and publishers who are often underrepresented in

mainstream publishing.

For more information about WP Lighthouse and its initiatives, you may get in touch at +1-(888)

668-2459 or support@wplighthouse.com.
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